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Czechia on Sun
(English translation of Czech original...)
On the National Holiday of Czechia 2020-10-28 at noon there started to grow a sunspot, which
at the time, when visible sunspots appeared there - they were four at once in a Cross shape, it had
unlike the normal ones, which usually have two polarities one beside the other, this one had inside
one polarity the other and there was written in hebrew Jeshua (Jesus, Savior), then it evolved
gradually through greek letters π Α, and on our local midnight there appeared quite exact map
of western half of Czechia, and on the circumference of our capital Prague there was a letter Č,
spots possibly on Kutna Hora and Karlstejn, or the red ones possibly more exact on Čáslav and
Bystřice towns (which in our language means "Time and Hurry up") - that it is a time to hurry up ?

(And a remark to this - it should not be anyhow turned, both is north upward... I don't know, how
much is that map exact...? Those black lines and letters I added there for a better visualization... Or
to be more exact - it is turned, because it was visible from the side... Thus it looked from Earth
view-point, but when viewed orthogonally, it would appear stretched wider...)
If it was sometimes else, than on our National Holiday, it could appear, that it was a mere chance...
This way it is far from being a random chance...
By this one I've meanwhile fnished the writing of The Judgement Day...
I'm not sure, if it will continue somehow, and when and how it will be published, beside perhaps
this writing originally in Forum... (But then it continued until Christmas 2020...)

After two hours there appeared in visible light a sunspot shaped as a letter S, which surprised me
somehow, since usually the sunspots are circular or sometimes they have a potato shape, few times
per year there appears one curving as a letter U, but to see a twice curved one as a letter S is
probably quite unusual... It continued with other letters, which were rather dotted: Semi...
Almost month passed and the Sun turned around, and when this region turned again into our viewpoint, it rolled over limb on November 17 (another important national holiday in Czechia) and a
sunspot blinked there shortly on that day, a while later I was again attracted by a similarly unusual
sunspot, which inside an unusually circular shape unexpectedly grown inside an opposite polarity,
written by one polarity inside the other letter X and then P. (XP is for someone perhaps the old
brand of Windows, but also it is Christos in Greek and it was used by Christians during Antiquity which is by the way a possible reason, why they've used and destroyed that for that Windows
brand...)
When inspecting this further, the letters actually changed in the greek inscription
Christos...

ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ

And again it reshaped as a map of Czechia, this time perhaps less obvious, but in visible light in
sunspots there has been written CZ over it, which is why I mention it here again...
(And it was at the same place on the Sun after one rotation in order to show, that they were not just
a random chance...)

Originally it attracted me also, because there have been letters TRU above that successively, so I've
been waiting, if there will appear again TRUMP, as was before American Elections, but this time
there was rather an insciption TRUST:

J 8:13 The Pharisees therefore said unto him: You bear record of yourself, your record is not true.
J8:18 I am one that bears witness of myself, and the Father that sent me bears witness of me.
J8:48 ... ου καλως λεγομεν ημεις οτι σαμαρει δης ει συ ...
I would not write that about myself, but probably it is necessary, so that at least some of your will
stop to ignore, what I am trying to convey to you, and what many of you need to hear, even if you
probably do not think that yet...
------- -------

Our Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God only one of that kind (or "only begotten" - μονογενης), which has
been, is and always will be, was born on Earth then and now is in Heaven, but as it has been
announced, that now Son of Man will come, thus a Human as any of you, but you have been
mistakenly supposing, that it will be again that same Jesus Christ now as then...
See J16:10 - "Of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and you will see me no more".
For the Atheists I would remark, that you have been tricked by blunders of "scientists", who trusted
the untrustworthy... (J16:9 "Of sin, because they believe not in me".) The Life originates from Life,
not from an "unalive mud". When Louis Pasteur proved that at that time, they've just shifted it by
an octave further into the past outside of a chance of experimental verifcation, that supposedly Life
originated from "unalive mud" then very long ago... But it is same absurdity, as it was before...
And regarding J16:11 "Of judgment, because the ruler of this world has been judged." - we will see,
how will be this Judgement fulflled...
I don't know, which plans God has with me, but humanely I try however I can, and how I should,
because "unto whoever much was given, of him shall be much required" (Lk12:48) - it should have
been much better, I apologize...
To the believers, some of which perhaps may want to worship me somehow, I would remark - see
Rev19:10 - "See you don't do it: I am your fellowservant, and of your brethren that have the
testimony of Jesus. Worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy."
To the atheists, who would like to ignore me, I would remark, that it is your choice... I'm trying
to help you also, but you can wait, until enough others will understand that, so that something
positively changes... In many cases I even don't want, that you "trust" me, for many things I
appreciate the Rational Arguments better...
"It is Wiser to Doubt, than to Believe Blindly." - remind this also in many other cases...
And to those, who expected or were afraid of that "His Kingdom will be without End", I would
remark, that I certainly do not want to rule anyone, but I adviced a change of Representative
Democracy such, that the Representatives should be revokable easier, when they loose the Trust
of The People... (Because that could signifcantly reduce space for various Lobbying of Campaign
Sponsors and the Treasons of Politicians against The People...) And of cause - a Good Governance
is always only Regional (National) one, because one measure cannot be applied to all, various
Nations have diferent Customs and thus it is Good...
And of cause - I am not inerrant... While I decidedly do not lie, but I'm often mistaken (amiss),
and I'm trying to learn from my mistakes... Which could and should want to say various people,
but it can't be believed from anyone... (It's Wiser to Doubt...)
------God bless you,
and Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all...
by P.A.Semi » 2021-06-11 05:25 (CEST)

Son of Man in Clouds of Sun
Lk21:27 writes :
And then they shall see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory.
"Son of Human" means, that it is a Human as anyone else. There is a diference from Son of God
Jesus Christ, who was crucifed for our salvation, raised from dead and sits on the right side of God
in the Heaven... The God depicted it in that, what is described in Rev4, that from those four beings,
that "face as a man" was crucifed Jesus Christ with a glory, diferent and beside the Lamb with
seven eyes, see SC25 (page 6)...
And regarding that "coming in a cloud" - consider, that Oligarchs can manage a fraud with videomapping here on the sky and I have been reading, that they are already preparing something like
that (Project Blue Beam and similar)... That is a "cheap" trick and obvious fraud... A Real "Son of
Man" cannot be really here on clouds, but it means something else, and I think you will recognize
that... Among else, those Solar inscriptions are also on Solar clouds, and there the Oligarchs can't
write it... And it was not there just once as a coincidence, it was written there repeatedly...

Among else, on 2021-04-15 there has been a square displayed on the Sun as a map or symbol of
Washington DC, with inscription "DC" and "Pit", but upon more detailed inspection, all those darker
and some lighter shapes there are inscriptions, having meaning and logically arranged and some of
them duplicated:

Which among else also proves, that it was not written there by some aliens from a remote UFO starship, which would be just wiretapping TV and Internet, but the God and the Spirit know, that
somewhere in Czechia there is a man named P.A.Semi, writing a text SC25...
That hebrew word  ישועon bottom means "Jesus".
On the anniversary of Prague Uprising against Fascism 2021-05-05 it has been written on the Sun
explicitly:

I thought, that you don't have to know that and it would be sufcient, what and how I write and do
to help you, but it seems it's not possible, because I am relentlessly ignored by Sleeping Doorguards in the gates of Media (various of them are "Controlled Opposition", somewhere they just
have superstitions and dogmates, or those Door-guards are just lazy to think more), and it is hard to
help The People by a Word, about which they do not know...
I am not striving to play some Role, I strive to help The People even if they do not know, that and
why they need that help...

That Lk21:28 - »look up , and lift up your heads« should be repeated to you by various ones at
various times, but foremost now in the time of Covid Apartheid many of you need to hear that more
than at other times: Refrain from participating on their Fascist Tyranny, either as an enforcer, or as
a compliant accomplice, helping them by your complicity (obedience) to exert pressure upon the
rest... They are leading you as Sheep to the slaughter or to the Pit, wake up soon... See text CVG...
Rev16:15 writes :
Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watches, and keeps his garments, lest he
walk naked, and they see his shame.
Consider, that I do not steal normal things (with an exception of a pair of toys while a child and
some food as a young hippie)...
But it seems I have stolen you various "Toys", or rather Blunders:
• From the Scientists I have "stolen" the "Big Bang" by confrming that, what already Einstein
said, that "Big Bang is Biggest Blunder"... (Whether my explanation of Gravity in that work
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refuting theory of General Relativity is also right is a matter for scientifc discussion, it is possible, that
it is my blunder, but it is probable, that they have a blunder instead...)
From the Christians I have "stolen" half of Bible (it's a Czech text), by showing, that it is

necessary to translate also the Names in Old Testament, since then the text has altogether
diferent meaning, than you were accustomed to... ("Moses" books in Old Testament from Genesis
to 2 Kings are rather a set of Parables and Prophecies and not a History...) Conventional
translations have been striving to translate it such, how the people of those times
understood it, but that text has been planned for the opening now on the doorstep of New
Age... And the Jews in Talmud have forbidden translating Names in the Bible, because they
were afraid of that content...
From Fanatic Eco-activists and Climate Hoaxters I have stolen the Green color. Green
Nature loves CO2, and it also loves warm moist greenhouses. The higher SST (sea surface
temperature), the more water evaporates. It is a question, how well it is then distributed
onto the continents. Drought and Cold are a problem, but Warmth and Humidity are
benefcial... These Climate Hoaxters are essentially anti-Green !
If you see somewhere an apparent "Consensus" of Scientists, it means, that you overlooked
something, and that Dissent has been silenced, that there is Censorship and Coercion...
From the Insane American and other Leftists I have stolen "Socialism". Consider, that
"Socialism" means something, that is benefcial for the majority of Society, and it's essence
is Patriotism and "We The People" with recognition, that not only selfsh "Me" or treasonous
"Everyone", but altruist "We" here... The real "Socialism" does not preclude neither "Local
Capitalism", neither "Religion" and neither "Democracy", but contrariwise it should support
all of these... But supporting harmful Minorities and Oligarchs is not a "Socialism", but a
"Bolshevik Tyranny"... Opposites of "Socialism" are "Selfsh Individualism" and "Treasonous
Globalism" of supranational aliens and traitors serving them...
It is just a Word... (Logos... Words are sometimes substantive...) If you do not understand
that and you are Morally-Conservative Patriot and you fght against the label "Socialism",
then do it further, because that is right... But if you are "Leftist", subverting Society by
support of Minorities and Aliens, and you claim, that it is a "Socialism", then it is a harmful
Blunder, because true Socialism does not strive to harm local Society... So called "Liberals"
are named thus only from moment of inertia, because at the beginning they pretended a
struggle for "Liberty", in order to break Conservative Morals, but today long since there is
no "Liberty", but it is a diabolic Tyranny of Decadence...
That Right (Right-wing) Socialism should foremost be Righteous and lead the Society to the
benefcial Future, not to the Pit of (moral) decline...
From Catholics I have stolen Marian Pillars - those Habsburg ones with twelve stars, by
showing, that the woman in Rev12 with twelve stars trampling on Turkish halfmoon is not
Virgin Mary, but Europe... Virgin Mary has been taken up to Heaven and She cannot bear
another Son of Man here on Earth, and a suckling born now would not save you at this
moment... I don't know, what will you do with those pillars with "Holy Europe", when the
Bolshevik Tyranny of EU is absolutely not Holy and to venerate Earthly rulers is not right... I
would suggest replacing those twelve stars with a glory and keep understanding that as
statues of Virgin Mary... It is not written in Rev12, that it is Virgin Mary, it was a Blunder.
(Was it some "Dogma" ? Then I've stolen you the Dogmas also... Where-ever you see Dogma, there is
some Prescribed Opinion or Blunder in order to avoid meaningless quarrels, but these Dogmas need to
be upgraded and gradually replaced with Knowledge, when that becomes available...)

Those twelve stars from the Revelation were de-facto appropriated by Habsburgs, and then
when they established the European Union, they took those stars with them there, and you
most probably won't take them back now... Let these to them, and let's consider, what that
Symbol expresses, and what foremost is not there... There is no large central star, that
would govern the other ones! There are equipotent Nations in the circle...
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From the Jews I have stolen some of their Lies by their correct explanation... Like an "AntiSemitism", which is Defling the Name ( )חילל השמ, often mentioned in Talmud. But that their
Name is defled foremost by the deeds of those among the Jews, who commit various crimes
and wrong-doings, and not by those, who alert about that and are striving to help them to
avoid these and to make them better... So the bad ones among the Jews are Anti-Semites,
and not we others, who alert about that... And let's see after few perhaps decades of years,
who will be here an Anti-Semite...
From the Noahides I've stolen their chief ideological weapon by pointing, that originally
there was not an "Idolatry" supposedly meaning "Christianity", which deserves capital
punishment and extermination, as they teach until this day, but there was "Services to Stars"
(Avodot Kokavim) - that jewish and muslim and communist and NATO and others, and there
was "Foreign Service" (Avodah Zarah), as a treason of double loyalty, like for example
AIPAC. In their present interpretation there is an evident Lie in Talmud (Sanhedrin 56b) and
a Fraud in Maimonides and his disciples by replacing meaning of the original terms
(Mishneh Torah, Avodas Zarah 10).
And from the evil dragon Cha-bad I've cut of one of his heads by a sword "Sefer Jecira",
because they placed in their name "Chochma, Binah, Daath", so they have there an eleventh
sefrah, but their base book of Kabbalah writes: "ten sefrot, not nine and not eleven"...
(which is why they are using 9-11, because it is that diabolic forbidden combination in
Kabbalah)... And thereby either their books are not Infallible, which they claim they are, and
it is dangerous, because in some of those books there are dangerous medieval blunders, or
they have right in their name a forbidden diabolic Sefra and it just reveals, how they are
diabolic. Because this Daath, this secret "Knowledge" separate from Wisdom and Reason,
transmitted from Upward and replaceable by any other "Knowledge", was evil and
dangerous... Thus without that there rests "Chaba Luba witch", which means "Lacking Love,
witches"... And as they strike out God, when they should write about Him, they write G-d, so
I am striking out them thus Cha-bad, because they are bad...
From the Pope it is easy to "steal" his supposed proud "Infallibility" - Francis has been
prostrating before Migrants and Injections, either one of these is described in Rev9... Even if
he was not doing it as a Marxist Treason, then he had too much Love and too little Reason in
the Head, and in the Head there should be foremost Reason... A Diabolic Council of
Constance, squabbling about three popes and corruption of "indulgences", has burnt in a
year 1415 a Saint martyr Jan Hus... Even Council is not infallible, they have burnt on that
stake foremost their own supposed Infallibility...
From Feminazists it is necessary to steal their "Femi" in their name, because by their
ravings they are stealing Femininity from Women, and from Women and Society they are
stealing Maternity, which is more important and more sweet, than some pursuing of a vain
Career... Mothers (including those future ones) are a Treasure of this Society, and Men have
a duty to protect that Treasure... Weak Women (or Transgender Monsters) in Leading roles
are not protecting that Treasure well, and they are usually docile to the infuences from
behind the curtain, and they are usually harmful also for Men, also for Women, also for
Children... (Alas to those above whom a Woman governs...)
From "Blockchain" technologies it is necessary to "steal" a Blunder of Privacy and Freedom,
because this technology, if they would want to use it for payments among ordinary people, is
a Chain for gravest fnancial enslavement and absolute loss of Anonymity and Freedom of
Money... (Do you think, that that long number of a "Wallet" is not known by anyone and it is Anonymous? That
only until you make some identifable payment from it. Then the recipient knows, whose number it is, and he sees
all past and future transactions (with other wallet "numbers"). If you will thus pay Taxes to the State, and someone
else also, then the State has absolute survey about all your past and future payments, because it is stored there
Transparently... Such Transparently Published payments keep for Industrialists and Public Institutions, by we the
Private people want and deserve a Freedom and Privacy... Blockchain is a Chain for fnancial enslavement...)

From the Solar scientists I've rather inadvertently stolen the abbreviation SC25, because
I've named my Text SC25 thus, because I consider it logical and right, and it's probably not
possible to take that back, but only then I've realized, that they would like to use that
abbreviation in next decade or century also, and it's probable it would become sour to these
Atheists...? I didn't plan that and I apologize...
... (It would be perhaps more such stolen things, perhaps I'll remember something more later...)

And it's not a "vain boasting", but it is needed... And I don't need those "stolen" things, but neither
do you and you would be more content without them...
(Translated from Czech original by the author...)
πα½

